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In-House
RENEWABLE ENERGY
Singapore	
6+ PQE
Our client is a leader in this market and has a regional headquarters in Singapore. They are
seeking to hire a senior transactional lawyer with significant experience of construction,
infrastructure or energy projects. The role will involve high level transactional work across
the region. This role will be highly commercial and you will be involved in the structuring
of transactions right from tender stage. You must be able to demonstrate a real drive for
transactional work, recent relevant experience and a commitment to living and working
in Singapore. (SLG 6261)
IN-HOUSE CORPORATE
Singapore	
2-4 PQE
Our client is a leading multi-national business with a regional headquarters in Singapore.
They are seeking to hire a M&A lawyer to join a transactional legal team to support the
business development arm of the business. The work will be regional and the company
can offer full training and development to integrate into this new role. This is likely to be
your first move in-house and you must be interested in taking on a highly commercial role.
An international salary is on offer. (SLG 6518)
ISDA NEGOTIATION
Singapore	
2-3 PQE
Our client is a leading global investment bank. They are seeking to hire an experienced
lawyer with 1-3 years’ experience. You must be familiar with ISDA and related
documentation. The role will be to negotiate ISDA Master agreements and CSA’s across
a variety of counterparties. The role will be business orientated with plenty of exposure to
front office teams. You may already be in Asia or be wanting to re-locate here. Mandarin
language skills would be an advantage but this is not essential. (SLG 6499)
COMPLIANCE ASSET MANAGEMENT
Singapore	
4-8+ years
Our client is a reputable international name in the hedge fund business. This is a newly
created role, working closely with the Head of Legal & Compliance to support the full
compliance functions of the firm. Compliance knowledge with a focus on equities is a
must. Candidates with a legal background are a plus. An attractive package will be
offered to the right fit. (HK 6376)

Private Practice
LITIGATION/ARBITRATION
Singapore	
Partner
Leading international firm is looking to expand its arbitration practice in the region and
seeks a partner to lead the development of the South Asia practice based in Singapore.
No following is required as firm already has a strong reputation for handling major
arbitration cases. (SLG 6167)
CORPORATE
Singapore	
5-6 PQE
Our client is a leading US firm with a significant presence in Singapore and across Asia.
They are seeking to hire a 5-6 qualified Singapore qualified lawyer for their corporate
team. The business is expanding and the team has a high profile in the market, attracting
consistently good quality work. They will be fully supportive and have a collegiate team to
help integrate a new lawyer into the team. (SLG 6501)
LITIGATION
Hong Kong	
4+ PQE
This top tier UK firm seeks a mid level litigator to assist with cross border litigation and
arbitration work. The role offers excellent career progression and competitive remuneration
within a collegiate team. The team works across all sectors and can offer a broad range
of very high quality work. Chinese language skills are not essential. (SLG 6484)
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CORPORATE/IPO	
Hong Kong/Shanghai
2-6 PQE
The corporate markets in Hong Kong and Shanghai are very busy and there is strong
demand for Singapore qualified lawyers to re-locate with excellent work and career
prospects on offer. You must be able to demonstrate a strong academic background
and training and a commitment to working in an international firm. Mandarin language
skills preferred. High international salaries on offer.
SHIP/AVIATION FINANCE
Singapore	
2-4 PQE
This leading off-shore firm has a strong finance practice in Singapore and across Asia.
They have established ship and aviation finance teams which are now both expanding.
Their preference is to hire an international or Singapore qualified lawyer with relevant
experience. However they will consider more general finance lawyers with an interest in
one of these areas. International work and salary on offer. (SLG 6428)
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